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Welcome to House Story!

House Story: How to Research
Historic Sites & Structures
with Jill Sullivan
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INTRO I: About the Presenter
Jill Sullivan is the executive director of Post Art Library in Joplin, Missouri. She manages the
library’s local history files, facilitates specialized research, develops programming, coordinates
events, curates exhibits, and manages the Joplin Public Library Makerspace.
Jill has researched numerous buildings, residences, and sites, helping interested parties to
simply learn more about or, as in several cases, nominate their sites or structures for inclusion
on Joplin’s Local Landmark List. Since 2015, she’s served on the Joplin Historic Preservation
Commission and is a current Missouri Preservation board member.
Jill holds Bachelor of Arts degrees in English and German from Missouri Southern State
University in Joplin, Missouri and a Master of Library and Information Science from Kent State
University in Kent, Ohio. She and her family live in an historic American Foursquare in Joplin’s
Roanoke neighborhood.

INTRO II: About Post Art Library
WHO ARE WE?
Post Art Library (PAL) is a privately
endowed not-for-profit special library + art
gallery that’s located inside Joplin Public
Library in Joplin, Missouri. This unique
partnership allows us to provide an arts and
cultural component to public library service
while meeting our mission.

WHAT DO WE DO?
Post Art Library’s mission is to enrich the
community of Joplin by perpetuating Dr.
Winfred L. and Elizabeth C. Post’s love of
art, architecture, history, and historic
preservation through public access to
arts-related library resources and services,
educational programming, events, and
exhibits.

Winfred and Elizabeth Post were generous philanthropists who actively supported Joplin
arts & culture. They helped found the Joplin Historical Society and George A. Spiva
Center for the Arts. In 1981, Post Art Library opened to the public inside Joplin Public
Library…
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INTRO III: About this Presentation
EVERY HOUSE HAS A STORY. As does every building, site, and structure. During this
presentation, you’ll learn…

…why people research historic places.
…how to conduct and assist with research.
…of research tips and further resources.

“One of the best ways to learn about
the history of a community is to
study its buildings.”
Leslie Simpson

former Post Art Library Director
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1.
WHY, WHY, WHY?

An Understanding of why
People Research Historic Places

Why do people research their houses?
People are interested in the history of buildings, houses, or sites for a myriad of
reasons.
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Why do people research their houses?
“I would like to know who has lived in my house.”
“I would like to know more about my home’s architecture.”
“I would like to know if any significant events took place in my house.”
“I would like to know if my building has ever had any other use.”
“I would like to know if anyone has ever died in my house.”
“I would like to know whether my house is eligible for historic status.”
“I would like to know what year my house was built.”
“I would like to know which parts of my building are original.”

Why do people research their houses?
“I would like to know what the original color of my living room was.”

“I would like to locate an old photograph of my house.”
“I would like an idea of how the interior may have been originally decorated.”
“I would like to know if my house is the first house on this site.”
“I would like to know whether my house is haunted.”
“I would like to know whether my house was once part of a larger estate.”

“I would like to know...”
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What is the purpose of the research?
THE

HEART
OF THE

MATTER

2.
HOW THE?!
How to Assist with
Researching Historic Places
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How to Assist with Research
When assisting with or facilitating research, it’s foremost important to
ask why and to establish the purpose of the research. The why and
the purpose of the research will often determine the sorts of
resources consulted, as well as the process—

the HOW.

How to Assist with Research

The Reference Interview
 A reference interview is a tool used by librarians to clarify the needs of
information-seekers.
 It’s a response to the information-seeker’s initial explanation of his or
her need.
 It can be adapted to meet the needs of anyone helping anyone seek
information.
 It’s important to listen well and ask open-ended questions.
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How to Assist with Research

Information Seeking Behaviors






Browsing
Principle of Least Effort
Information Foraging
Cherry-picking
Information Search Process (ISP)

PEOPLE SEEK INFORMATION DIFFERENTLY

…and that’s okay!

How to Assist with Research

Help people discover what they
would like to know. Not what

you want them to be interested
in.
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3.
WHAT NOW?!
RESEARCH TIPS and RESOURCES

Research Tips

ACCEPT…
 …that researching the history of an historic site
or structure takes time. Often, a tremendous
amount of time.
 …that you might not be able to trace the history
of an historic site or structure back to its
beginning or back as far as you’d like.
 …that information is fluid.
 …that what you’ve been told might be wrong.
 …that you might switch gears throughout your
research.
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Research Tips

START WITH WHAT YOU KNOW!!!
 Record what you already know. Or think you
already know.
 Take notes on your building or house as it is
NOW.
 Take photos of your building or house. Lots and
lots of photos.

Lots and LOTS of photos…

Research Tips

PREPARE!!!
 Make a list of the resources you need and the places that have
them. Include addresses and hours of operation.
 Find out if you need to make an appointment.
 Find out whether the resources are publicly accessible, kept onsite
or in storage, able to be copied or photographed, the cost of
copies, etc.
 Put together a research kit: paper, pencils (NOT PENS!), change for
the copy machine, a flash drive, your laptop, an audio recorder, etc.
 For long trips, take bottles water and/or take or make a plan for
food!
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Research Tips

KEEP LISTS!!!
 Keep a list of the resources you consult, including books, articles,
databases, directories, etc. Make notes about which resources were
helpful and which were not.
 When using electronic resources, keep a list of search terms used. Doing
so will eliminate duplicate searches.

Research Tips

Don’t be afraid to…





…revisit sources that you’ve already consulted.
…let the research develop organically.
…take a break when feeling tired or overwhelmed.
…ask for help!

It’s OKAY to ask for help!
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Research Tips

Last, but not least:
 Document! For example, make a bibliography.
 Familiarize yourself with how the resource you’re using works.
Although it may seem time consuming, ultimately, it will save time
and provide better results.
 If a website lists what the institution does and/or does not have, then
read that before making an inquiry.

But what about the resources?!

Resources

A Multitude of Formats
 Paper: articles, books, card files, indexes,
photographs, scrapbooks, etc.
 Non-Paper: cassettes, databases, electronic,
microfiche, microfilm, negatives, slides, etc.
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Resources

A Variety of Institutions










Archives
Genealogical societies
Historical societies
Libraries
Museums
Not-for-profit organizations
Private collections
Records offices
Volunteer organizations

Resources

City Directories









Essentially, an annual of who lived where and when.
Often lists whether the occupant was the owner or a renter.
May list the occupation of the occupant.
Early directories were often organized by name only.
Later directories are organized by name and cross-indexed by address.
Directories usually contain advertisements.
Directories sometimes contain biographies.
Directories are VERY useful when creating a chronology of previous
occupants.
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Resources

Abstract of Title
 An account of the history and
proceedings of the property,
including grants, transfers, liens, wills,
etc.
 Not every property has an available
abstract of title.
 It may not be possible to obtain an
abstract of title.
 Abstracts are of great value when
researching the history of either a
site or structure.

Resources

Maps








City, including historic
County maps
Mining maps
Railroad maps
Sanborn maps
Topographical maps
Held in archives,
libraries, and other
institutions.
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Resources

Surveys
 Surveys are meant to inventory a
specific area’s (or theme’s) cultural
and historical significance.
 They can be architectural or
archeological in nature.
 They can be DIY-style within a
community or facilitated by a
consultant or firm.
 Often architectural in nature.
 In Missouri, find surveys at
https://mostateparks.com/page/8
6111/survey.

Resources

Newspapers
Advertisements
Announcements
Articles
Blurbs
Columns
Obituaries
Society pages
Available physically, on microfilm, and
through digital archives.
 May help to create narrative.
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Resources

Census Records
 Individual census records are maintained by the National Archives and
Records Administration (1790-1940).
 Census data is available through some genealogical sites, such as
Ancestry, HeritageQuest, and FamilySearch.
 The information available on census records varies by year.
 The most recent publicly available census included location, household
data, names of all occupants, relations, personal description, education,
place of birth, citizenship, employment status, income, and
supplementary questions.
 May be useful in discovering further information about occupants.

Resources

Historic Catalogues
 Meaning “everyday” catalogues, such as Montgomery Ward and Sears.
 Essentially, a record of what people were putting in their homes and on
their bodies.
 Offered an array of products, from hardware to household furnishings,
carpets, curtains, and linens to furniture, and much more.
 Useful when determining furnishings, other household items, and interior
décor appropriate for specific periods of time.
 Historic catalogues may be available at your local library.
 For Sears catalogues, see listings at www.searsarchives.com.
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Resources

Birth & Death Records
 Confirms or contradicts
information already known about
previous occupants.
 May offer new information,
particularly death records.
 Helps develop a narrative of
previous occupants.
 Accessibility to vital records
varies by state.

Resources

People!










Archivists
Librarians
Local historians
Neighbors
Neighborhood groups
Previous owners
Descendants of previous owners
Social media
Crowdsourcing
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Resources

Personal Records






Correspondence
Photographs
Scrapbooks
Family Histories
Other documents

Resources

Visual
Architectural renderings
Blueprints
Drawings, paintings, or sketches
Historic Postcards
Original photographs, slides, or
negatives
 Visuals are often most
challenging to find!
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Resources

Local Publications
 Books published by local
historians, museums, newspapers,
organizations, etc.
 Brochures distributed by local
entities
 Calendars
 Homes tour guides
 Newsletters
 Online publications, such as blogs
 Other local publications

Resources

Court Records
 Particularly probate
records, as they can
establish land ownership.
 Unfortunately, some
historic court records
have been lost due to
lack of preservation or
catastrophe.
 Contact your county’s
records office for more
information.
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Resources

The Structure Itself
 Meaning the architectural features of the building or house.
 Keep the house’s surroundings in mind, including the look of neighboring
houses (Brooks, pg. 32).
 External elements: materials used, wall finishes, alterations, additions, the
roofline, chimneys, steps up or down to an entrance, filled-in doors or
windows, brick patterns, etc.
 Internal elements: materials used, types of doors and windows, door
surrounds, flooring, rails, staircases, wall finishes, built in closets, etc.
 Having a thorough look at internal and external features may help date
the house, even if an exact date is never discovered.

Further Resources

Selective Publications






A Field Guide to American Houses by Virginia and Lee McAlester
How to Research Your House by Pamela Brooks
Old House Journal magazine
Preservation magazine
This Old House magazine

What are some of your
favorite “old house” publications?
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Further Resources

Genealogical Resources












Access Genealogy
Ancestry + Ancestry Library Edition
Books!
FamilySearch
Find-A-Grave
HeritageQuest
Missouri Birth and Death Records Database
Missouri State Archives
Rootsweb
Social Security Death Index
U.S. National Archives

Further Resources
Websites – Missouri Digital Heritage
 Missouri Digital Heritage (MDH) is a collaboration between the Missouri
State Archives and the Missouri State Library to centralize, expand, and
preserve information about Missouri’s past.
 MDH assists institutions across the state in digitizing their records and
making them available online.
 Over 9 million records may be accessed through MDH: MO Birth and
Death Records, MO County Histories, MO County Plat Books, MO City
Directories, MO Death Certificates, and much, much more.

www.sos.mo.gov/mdh
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Further Resources
Websites – Other








Missouri Preservation
Missouri Secretary of State
Missouri State Archives
National Trust for Historic Preservation
State Historic Preservation Office
The State Historical Society of Missouri – Missouri Encyclopedia
U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management

The websites of YOUR local not-for-profits!!!

THE END
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DISCUSSION + Q&A
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